ATTENTION!
Law Enforcement Defensive Tactics / Military Combatives Instructors
U.S. Naval Special Warfare (NSW) Advanced
Training Command –SEALs/SWCCs hosts

GRACIE SURVIVAL TACTICS®
Level 1 Military/Law Enforcement Instructor Certification
Course
October 1-5, 2018 in Coronado, CA
The Gracie Academy is pleased to announce that the Navy SEALs/SWCCs will be opening their doors to U.S. Law
Enforcement and Military personnel for the Gracie Survival Tactics Level 1 Instructor Certification School.
Gracie Survival Tactics (GST) is a highly specialized industry leading Combatives/Defensive Tactics program for Military
and Law Enforcement professionals. The 23 techniques featured in the GST course have been adopted by hundreds of
Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies, as well as the Special Operations Community, because they are
easy to apply and have been proven to work for all officers regardless of age, weight or athletic ability. GST is designed to
reduce liability from excessive force allegations and is applicable to CQB/Room Clearing/High Risk Entry scenarios.

THE GST PROGRAM IS A LIVING CURRICULUM THAT IS
CONSTANTLY EVOLVING AND BASED ON THREE RULES:
Rule 1: The suspect always has the ambush advantage.
Anytime you are within document transfer range, you are also within ambush
range. In the GST course we teach simple, high-percentage sudden assault
defense strategies so that you can neutralize the threat and achieve a position of
advantage in the least amount time possible.
Rule 2: The officer should never grapple with the bad guy by choice.
If you are ambushed by the bad guy and taken to the ground against your will, the
primary concern is the immediate access the bad guy has to your weapons. In the
GST course, we teach a series of leverage-based weapon retention strategies, as
well as the core distance recovery strategies so that you can disengage from the
fight and utilize the appropriate force options.
Rule 3: In a street fight, there is no “tap out”.
The concept of tapping out was designed for safe sportive practice, but street
fights are neither safe nor sportive. In the GST course we teach a total of 23
techniques and every one of them ends with you safely removed from the fight or
with the suspect in handcuffs.

23 TECHNIQUES THAT
COULD SAVE YOUR LIFEYOU WILL LEARN TO:
1) Neutralize the initial
threat
2) Retain Control of your
weapons
3) Achieve a position of
advantage
FREE ONLINE TRAINING
GST is a 5-day Hands-On
Instructor Certification
Course where graduates
also receive free access to
the entire course Online on
Gracie University for the
duration of their certification
period (a $395.00 value).

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TRAIN WITH ACTIVE DUTY SEALs and SWCCs at their base in Coronado.
Hosted by: U.S. Naval Special Warfare (NSW) Advanced Training Command SEALs/SWCCs
Location: NSWATC Combatives Department, 1 Hooper Blvd, Imperial Beach, CA 91932 –located 100 yards from El Tapio
restaurant at 667 Silver Strand Blvd, Imperial Beach, CA 91932 (the actual base will not show up on Google)
Dates: October 1st -5th (Monday-Friday at 6 hours per day for both Cert and ReCert)
Tuition Course Investment: Instructor Certification at $995.00 and Instructor ReCertification at $795.00
Host: SOC Email: Alex.Marin@socom.mil
To Register for the Course: Jackie@GracieUniversity.com TEL: 310-893-0400 ext. 2

Gracie Academy Contact: GST Director Mobile TEL: (817) 692-8303 | Email: GST@GracieUniversity.com

Special Thanks to Spiro Demetriadi and TRIADI, INC. for arranging this training opportunity!

www .GracieSurvi valTactics.com
Increase your situational aw areness, survi vability &
operational capabilities

